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EnuFAIR
by

Richard Tonner

Last week the Bridgewater Campus
was pi ted with a creative surge - "EduFair." The S. U. Ballroom lured curious
students to it's sanctum; an air balloon
(filled with more expression than air)
sitting amidst a collage of educational
projects designed to motivate not only
the young students of the primary
grades but also the older (you Bridgewater students) students intent on
teaching. Headed to Mr. Thomas Wolpert in conjunction with S.N.E.A.,
the fair was just what it implied: an
"education fair." Asked what was

with ideas for their classroom from
their fellow students. "The Edu-Fair"
attempted to share a world of ideas
among Bridgewater students through a
collective use of topics presented in
groups ranging from displays on the human senses to the use of time in our
society.
Several senior students, volunteering
information on this fair and those of
the past, commented positively on the
result of the fair because of it's general'
aim. "Motivation," added one girl~'is
a primary force here. Motivation for us

"'tr......"'da.t the fair, Mr.Wlol;>erl replied

so"W"e may eventually motivate,l>hrough

"Strategies m teaching, on the elementary level. It is important for pro~
spective teachers to become enriched now

our creative efforts, the students in our
classes." Anothpr hopeful teacher
stated, "These projects, many of them,

CONFIDENTIALITY

by Sue Lawson
Under the "Family Educatiorial
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974" effectivp November 19th, we students finally
have access to all confidential school
n~c()rds kept on us.
In a letter sent out by President Ron·
dileau, addressed to the students of
Bridgewater State College, information
ill aecordance with this act was out-

lined. There were two "important
points": 1) any student desiring to request access to such records as are covered by the law must file this request
in the Office of the Dean of Students
(request forms are available in this office) 2) in accordance with the law,
each request will be responded to within 45 days after the date of request.
This letter was read to the Senate
during the Executive Report of Tuesday night's SGA meeting. The main concern of the senators seemed to be how
this policy is going to be implemented.
Many other schools have begun scores,
andfiling it somewhere else so that they
are not obligated to disclose 'this information upon request"bf the student.
Dean Deep answered this by saying,
"Until we have heard from the Board of
Trustees, any information (concerning
student confidential files) will continue
to be handled in the same manner as it
always has been ... the files will not be
tampered with.
The Dean also stated that various
files on individual students are kept in
different offices of the college, these
include: The Registrar, Admissions,
Teacher Placement, Medical Records,
Student Services (placement and disciplanary), Counselling (in the student's
major department and with Dr. Diethelm)
and the Financial Aid Office. These
files vary with the individual student
concerned.
Material available to student"inspection includes everything in his/her file.
The student is entitled to an explanation of any information therein, and may
request a hearing challenging the content, or requesting the deletion of any
inaccurate material.

anyway, are geared toward group dynamics so that students may assist other
students in the classrooms." Grou'p
dynamics involve pupils in pairs or
groups working together for a single
goal-- usually created through a project or game whereby each member contributes toward an end product. Those
presented appealed to children of early
grades with an emphasis colors, design
and subject matter simple enough yet
uniquely challenging. Hundreds of
displays demonstrated an obvious
brainstorm of visula media--projects
"""'......gin.g kc>rn -the.

w..:a.-therto Indians,

the senses to food, and the shapes to
.the seasons. Several I thought we!.6
effective were, "Bird House What's My

o

G
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Name Game," "M~achusetts Bay
.Puzzle," "Sports and Stars;" and
"Beginning of Communication(Pre-historic)". 'Representative of a fine sample,
the projects were effective because of
their subject and their creative use of
materials.
The uEdu-Fair" was a stimulating
presen~ion that interested everyone.
It was not exclusively for education
For pr~specti~e teachers, the wide aray
of suggestions for a future classroom
integration was exceUant. Mr. Wolpert,
the air balloon and the "masters of the
projects" sho~.dd be cOInInended for a
fine job. Creativity must be tapped at
all points in life; but it must begin with
children.

B.S.C.
Moves To
Dukakais'
Cabinet

by Toni Coyne
David Flynn, Director of Planning
and Development at Bridgewater State
College, has been appointed to Govert
nor-Elect Michael Dukakais' cabinet for
the next four years. ,Flynn's appointment
as 1st Deputy Designate of Administration and Finance will be a continuation
of 19 years of service for the state of Massachusetts.
A former State Repre:;>entative from
Bridgewater, he will have approximately \
1300 people under him. From his new"
post he will oversee the capital outlay of
budgets for the state, purchasing and
maintenance of all state buildings and
supervision of the Capitol Police force,
plus a variety of other services. The new
governor has asked him to specifically
look into open-space planning and to
prepare legislation for the nest session
of the legislature ror protection of wetlands and inland waterways.
Flynn, who worked for Attorney
General Robert Quinn in the gubna~
torial primary, shares the philosophy of
Dukakais --"less people'should be doing

more work." As former Vice-Chairman
. of Reorganization of State Government
while he was State Representative, he
will be working within familiar situations
and will attempt ~o avoid duplication
and waste of time, services, and man
hours.
Before leaving for his new post in the
State House, Flynn will be preparing the
budget for BridgewaterState which entails the capital outlay budget for reno. vations (5 year proposals).Offically he
will not leave the college until the end
of December but with 3 weeks vacation
time due he foresees leaving early in the
month for the transition of the new administration into the State House.
Phones ringing, news writers, television
personnel, photographers, messages of
congratulations, suprise lunches are only
a small challenge that the 41-year old
Flynn faces. And now he finds that he
has to come into his office 2 or 3 hours
earlier than the normal shift to accomplish part L)f his workload here at B.S.C.
But as Flynn said, "The busier I ~m, the
happier I am." ,
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IIAFTER ALL IT'S ONLY AN fLECTION ..•
IT'S NOT LIKE OHIO STATE BEAT MICHl.

GAN."

We're Geuing SHAFTED! !
As second semester approaches, we find our situation as
it relates to the prospect of dealing with our bookstore unchanged, despite vociferous rhetoric to the contrary. We're
getting shafted! The store continues to sell items at what appears to be a huge profit.
Solutions, we are told, are complex. The bookstore operation is legal and a Co-op bookstore resides only in the dim
future. There is, however, a solution,
In the last issue preceeding semester break and in issues
subsequent to our return, The Comment will publish comparative price lists thereby providing alternative and cheaper sources for- the purchase of school supplies.
In addition, with your cooperation, we will print an
entire page (if need dema,nds) of USED BOOK CLASSIFIEDS. To facilita,te organization of this page, we req uest
that you submit the following form to the Comment office
before 5 pm on" Tuesday. Dec. 3 (or as soon after semester
break as possible.)
(Circle One)

For Sale
Wanted

Course:
Title:
Author:
Please contact:

An additional step is out of our hands, but is, by far,
the simplest solution to the bookstore ills ... DO NOT
PATRONIZE THE BOOKSTORE. Their Iocational convenience j;'-ctor is far out-weighed by the money spent
there.
If each of us could restrain the impUlse to step into the
bookstore just because it's there, and suffer the minor inconvenience of a walk dO..1Y!ltpwn._ITh~air'll do you good.)
The ~li"bsequent los~-;;f bookstore revenue may accelerate
the arrival of a more equitable system.
The Comment wiif do-ali it
alleviate this situation
via our Used Book classifieds and comparative price lists
but we can not emphasize this enough ... resist the tempt- .
ation that keep~ them in business.
SM

to bill swift ...
an answer

Following a cardful re-examination of my analysis of J.B., I was
able to understand your contention
that I had reviewed the script but I
disagree.
My review dealt with the production as a whole. What I found was that
much of my negative reactions to
the production were attributable to
faults in the script (my points con- .
eerning 'emotional time' and compacted idealogy). My realization of
this fact led me' to expand on why
'thescript and by extension, t~~ production was less than effective.
Sorry to disappoint you in your
psychoanalysis, but the five comments were paraphrased quotes that
reflected the sum total of things that
were said to me. I found no .one who
was enthusiastically impressed by
This has been one amazing week! Examl), papers, prethe production and in fact, omitted
registration hassles. It wasn't a total surprise when the motor
a number of more caustic remarks.
or our machinery heaved its last and died.
in yourapparent desire to leap
We almost took a vacation, but basically masochistic,
to the defense of J.B., you accuse
borrowed the Hard Times equipment instead.
me of ambiguity and yet appear reSo, to all the people up at the Hard Times -- thanks. I
ticent to formulate an opinion of your
think!
own choosing rather than to critNMD
icize me. I am still not' convinced that
the production failed, despite my
critical opinions of various elements
The next issue' of The Comment will be of it. (Maybe it was a bad day for me
printed December 5 and
be the last for and the other five.)
s ester Deadlines are 'Dec. 3 at 5pm
As for substantiating claims, parIS em..
'.
,'.
don my chuckle, your flagrant reffor Classlfleds and Dec. 4 at 5 pm for artlcieSerences to the intelligence and organization of my article were as ridiculous and petty as you claim my MAN
ON THE STREET angle to be .
-----I- One final note. If, as you claim, I was

cant-o

THANKSHTP

will

th

O

.....---photo-sensit ive

wasting your time, I suggest in the
future, that you don't read my articles.
I assure you I will survive the subsequent
... trauma.
Skip

Mike Vieira ,
Editor-in-Chief
Nancy Doherty
Managing Editor

Toni Coyne
News Editor

Linda Maloney
Business Manager

Skip Maloney
Keith Crochiere
Culture Co-Editors

Kathy Bennet
Office Manager
Anne Collins
Advertising Manager
Barbara Tobin
Doug MacFarland
Photographers

Is it my imagination, or do Christmas
decorations go up earlier every year? I
look forward to seeing holly leav~t'sbordel
ing next issue. Pass the eggnog and drag
in the Yule log,
Merry Christmas,
Gil W. Bliss

Dave Trudeau
Kevin Hanron
Sports Co-Editors
Mary Chris Kenney
Art

WRITING STAFF
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Marty Conceicao
Kathy Winslow
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Karen Zeichick
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Dear Sir,
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Rick Tonner
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Wayne Goudreault
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Lin9a Johnson
Bill Swift
Dick Steadman
Greg Hall
AI LaFrance

The COMMENT is a student supported and operated we~klY
newspaper serving the academic community of Bridgewater .
S~te ?oHege. Editorial policy is determined by the Editor-inChief III ~onst~ltation with the Editorial staff. Republication of
all .matenal p~l~ted herein is forbidden without the expressed _
wrItten permiSSIon of the Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the Editor
are encou~aged but are limited to 250 words or less. All letters
must be sIg~ed but names will be withheld upon request. Letters
are _also subject to condensation. Advertising rates will be
avaIlable upon request. All correspondence should be addressed
to the COMMENT, Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater
Mass. Ext. 260 or 304.
f
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R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER

WE ARE YESTERDA YS WHEATIES
by Keith Crochiere
Strains of Indian mUllic ... ori<mtal tones
colors bhmding harmoniously with the '
geometric yan!;ras and mandalas projecit'd on stage. Pulsating into each other,
changing with a flash or in a slow fluidit:)
--one superimposed on another. The
crowd drones on expectantly as spiral
nebuli, cows, flowers, geodesic domes,
brightly colored tuntric mandulas are rephw{~d by the image of R. Buckmillister
Fuller, the yin and yang (i.e. Simplistically-~active/passive ... male/female), super
imposed on 'his abdomin as he ponders

the small geodisiC dome he holds in his
outstretched hand.
He is introduced and walks on stage to
a standing ovation given him by the ap--proximately 1000 people there. Holding
the microphone he '5 been given he takes
his seat and begins.
" 'I'm just a guinea pig, ) Bucky says,
'because what one small individual could
do in a state where N)rporations and political entities are in control',,,establish
the rules of the game. These institutitions don't like thinking idea!; that aren't
profitable; economically or politically.
When one looks at things in their proper
perspective these things become discern~
ble as the ludicrious games of self-importance and grandeur that they actually are.
Viewed from space the earth is a small
sphere of blue and brown (water and
land respectively). The highest mountains are invisible ... how large is one man.
Even the sun, the gas station.for human
beings, is relatively small. The two bright
stars in Orions belt are larger than our
sun is. Ours is only one of 100 billion
suns in this galaxy and there are a billion galaxies. We, earth, are virtually
invisible.
Men are all born naked and hungry.
To feed: , clothe, and procreate we need
to be able to communicate with one
another whether he ought to eat the red
or purple berries.
As he speaks from his chair, he swings
and shuffles his feet about. playfully. "
Expressing/communicating what he says
with his body purposefully, as well as
with words. He exudes familiarity, relaxation and actual enjoyment at being
here and having a very attentive audience.
Sign language was the first method of
communication, this passed through many
stages of development (which he specifically delineated) before it got, to the
refined level of verbal communication
we have now. But the expression of
emotions, speaking with your your body
has suffered proportionately as the skill
with which we use this more "sophisticated" mode of communication grew.
The language of sound is local, ethnic.
Restricted to a relatively small population. The language of sight however is
universal, conveying a million fold more
than sound. Television changed the
speech patterns of the world. It breaks
down spatio/temporal restraints in that
it gives longevi hr to a one time, split
second thing. TV has the potentiality
of conveying ideas world wide by speaking with yo~r body ... the universal language.
Up until age 4, I never knew people

had eyes, all I saw were black holes in
peoples heads. This was remeided by
eyeglasses, but if I want to see things as
they looked to me when I was 4 all I have
to do is take them off. (The exhibit of
ancient art forms in the lobby at this
BU' lecture hall confronted me in my
mind here. The Babyloninn stntues
have large black holes, orphan annie type,
instead of eyes ... hmm.)
Eyes are important things, we communicate and process much of our information by way of them. We see and express things (emotion~, object, etc.)

with them. Eyes are transeavers of in:formation. The brain is the TV' studio that
transmits, receives, channeis, and catalogs and broadcasts on a low energy between people. A synergetic relationship.

generators were on battle ships long
before they were made available to the
public. EVQn on the metaphYl?icallevel
it holds. The Paroah could get to heaven
1500 years before afterlife became
available to the common man.
Scarcity of a commodity leads
inevitably to one who can get it for you
... for a price, a politician or a priest.
They tell you that if you do as they say
you can have what you desire. But they
never increase the commodities, they're
still scarce. Whomever is the strongest
ge£
gets it. Doing more with less, alloying
conservation of energy isn't profitable.
(This is the idea the geodisic dome was
:!onstructed along. It is made up of
triangles. The trianf{Ie is structure,
structure is the tria!!~~le. It gives you
the most control fl' I.n the least amount
of space.) So we expend more and more
getting ready for armageddon (the final
battle for who will control what is)
instead of trying to make more from
what is already there.
He sits down now, gesturing
emphatically. Gets up and walks around
rapping off the top of his head. Each
point he touches on is a stepping stone
for the next.
Scientific theories don't contradict
each other because they conform to
truths that are held universal by
consenses. Hypothetical constructs are
seen as unquestionable truths. Anything
to t.he contrary is excluded, ignored.
A closed system is established ~nd
maintained. Specialization is the
resultant phenomonon. Things are
viewed in isolation (the mind/body or
subject/object ~plit), we are cut off

conflicts are reducable' to vying for food
or the methods by which to procure it
(money-metals for agriculture or
industry, etc.).
The elite have always had the best of
all things, or more simply just had them.
Air conditioning, refrigeration, electrical

'(can't page 5)

Coincidence?
Halsop'sFa{ry -Tale

"I'm a native Bostonian", he says as
he clears his throat and saunters about
the stage, body movements emphasizing
his points, making it all clearer. He'
cajoles us into a relaxed attitude. "I was
born in Milton the same year tnat
'Marconi invented the wireless.
Parents are the absolute authority ori
the world to their children. That they
are isolated from a good deal of other
adult interaction and engrain socially
acceptable behavior and attitudes in
them is generally admitted.
In Childhood I was advised by a man
as his father had died when he was
young, on how to survive 'afid be
productive in our society. Nevermind
what yoy.think, he'd say, just listen
to people who know what they are
talking about. Do what they tell you,
listen to me, think as they tell you ...
the X'ule!; of the game. Playing by the
rules keeps the game alive perpetually.
in a recipricol circle.
Wars, politics, religious dogmas, X'igid
scientific theories, lying. There ~re ali
pieces in the game.
,....-... ,
We have wars because man is born
hungry~The places tha't t'~od' is
.pro~Tid~rl, nat!lrally are few, 10% of the
earth is cu~t!..vatable. In a real s~nse
there is NEARLY enough to go around.
Those who don't have it take/try to
from those who do ... war.
When you think about it all wars I

from things as -they realiy exist out
there. One specialist bolsters anothter's
theories, the cycle of recipricol uphnlding. This sort of "intelleduaP'
inbreeding lets everyone validate th.e
other, at the cost of genera] adapta.bility
... spontenaity is spuelched~We are born naked ananyngry,
needing fuel to )arry on, to procreate.
But like a money bee and not a honey
bee. There is a balance in nature,a
complementary ecological life support
system. All creatures have a unique
characteristic that enables them to
survive. Birds have wings fish have
gills and fins, eiephants a~esome
power. But man with his little muscle
and his large brain can penetrate nature,
see into the universe. Man perceives, '
the structure of things. He learns to
live with them, fitting in to their
environment.
Plants impound energy from the sun
and give it to us. They are literally'
rooted in place, man is figuratively
rooted in that he must be near them or
die.
It's all part of a synegetic system.
Where two open systems interact and
produce a third and new result/
phenomonon (1 + 2 = 3). Man is the
microcosm of the macrocosm ... its
all revealed around him. An internal,
eternal regenerative universe.
Politics, lying, war, it-'s all invalid..
How do you.get this information to the
rest of the game playing world. You
can't tell people who don't want to
listen, you have to wait until they come
to you and want to listen.

by Greg Hall
It was just another Tuesday night.
It was just another coincidence. Now
oh mighty Nod I sit and ask for your
rustic guidance. Oh majestic Nod let
me explain, You see Uncle Joe had, a
dream where one day all of BSC's children would walk down the path of life
with a degree in one hand and a job in
the other. Sounds like a fine idea, beloved Nod. But Uncle Joe said we
would need a full time p'aid leader to
'direct the procession. True indeed,
my son, said Nod. Uncle Joe s~arched
the area for three whole days in ari
obscure newspap~r located in Rocktown
to find their special person. A Commitwas formed to separate the leaders from
, the phonies. And behold, they found
their director right in their own backyard! Who, said Nod waiting anxiously.
Uncle Joe's wife, I said disgustingly. Nod
what do you think I asked. My son, just
a coincidence answered the mighty Nod.
. Well, Nod, let me tell you another
story. Uncle Joe planned a conference
for the whole Kingdom. All eleven royal
families were to be invited. Uncle Joe
graciously took it upon himself to check
into the local inns and the not so local
inns. He found a couple, one in Rocktown
and one in Pimpouth. He explained to
hiB royal family that the grand meeting
should take place entirely under the roof
of the inn. This way the royal families
wouldn't stray. Sounds good, said Nod.
But Nod, he said he liked the inn in Pimpouth better because it is a nicer town to
see. So, wondered Nod. Well, I offered
if they're going to stay in the Inn at the
great meeting, they won't see the town'.
Good point, my son. Rocktown is much
closer and the prices are the same. Is that
all, asked Nod. No, Nod, there is one other
thing, Uncle Joe happens to Jive in Pimpouth! What do you think now, wise Nod.
Just a coincidence, answered Nod.
Oh great and wonderful Nod, have you
time for one more storv. Speak, my son,
said Nod. Well Nod, Uncle Joe said that
the BSC royal family should have a suite
at the Inn. He said that he was the coordinator of the function and he should

have a room! So what, bellowed Nod.
But he lives in the same town, f said, a
bit frustrated. Good point, my son, did
the royal family allow--himthe room?
Well, after several inquiries were made
about the need for a room, the' second
in command said that the room wasn't
re~lly for Uncle Joe, but rather for the
whole family to sock out in! Well, their
eyes all lit up like Christmas trees, and
Uncle Joe got his room. Now, Nod, what
tin vou really think?
Oh, my ;on, don't you see! Uncle Joe
is a great ruler. He has done what no
other prince in the royal family has ever
been able to do! What, oh gracious and
wise Nod, I shouted with excitement, what
is it! The whole castle of BSC and all of
it's subjects have been ten years behind
th;-rest of the wOri(fsi~'"c-; 1840,'right?
Yes of course everyone knows that, I said.
Well, my son, in an age of sleezy, underhanded and shady politics, Uncle Joe is
right there with the times. He has singlehandedly seen to it that BSC is right in
style! Why, of course, lsaid, feeling kihd
of dumb and embarassed that I didn't
reaHze myself. I guess there is a method
to his madness.
Now, my son, go, arid let me listen
to the peaceful water rise from the ground
and sing. Yes, oh mighty Nod, you deserve
the peace and quiet for you have solved
a riddle that I thought had no answer.
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TO BURN

OR NOT TO BURN

e· • •

Smokey the Bear is no ecologist, or so claims the National Park Service.
In their view natural forest fires, (Le. those which are started by lightning,
not by man) are more beneficial for the forest if they are allowed to burn
up acres of woodland unchecked. The Park Service claims that natural
fires help to clear the land of densl:! tree growth and allow for the growth
of underbrush and new trees, creating new sources of food and shelter for
forest animals, Natural fires also rid the forest of dead and diseased trees.
Therefore, since 1968 the National Park Service has simply allowed natural
fires to run their course and burn themselves out, taking with them hundreds of acres of woodlands. The latest beneficiary of the Park Service's
new policy has been rampaging unchecked through the Grand Teton Park
in Wyoming since July 17, 1974, and has taken with it over 3500 acres of
forest to date.
Tourist and summer residents of the Teton ar~a have,become enraged
over the new policy, and the National Park Service is beginning to
feel the heat of the situation. The residents claim that not only is the fire
destroying the forest and ruining the beauty of the area, but it is also contributing to air pollution by pouring large amounts of carbon monoxide

and ash into the atmosphere,
It appears that this will be the most severe testofthe new policy, and,"
will decide the fate of the National Park Service's new treatment of
forest fires.

AMNESTY
hv Pianp t\lIerh;1C'h
I CPS )-Tbf' "C'OPf' nf F'nro'"
llP'llPsfy plap ~ClS hf'f'n 1111(''{-

r)rrl~rlly
:>110,000
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\\'('1"('
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The day when homeowners can use the sun to declare their own energy
independence has moved a day closer, A six foot ribbon of siicon could
be the key to cheaply converting into electricity the sunlight which falls
on the nations rooftops,
Cutting through the welter of paper studi;!s and policy wrangles over
the development of solar energy, Mobil Oil has decided to sink up to $30
million in a process that produces ribbons of silicon, the basic materials in
solar cells,
The cost of electricity produced by silicon solar cells used on space $.1teUites is hundreds of times greater than that produced by today's nuclear
power stations, The reason for this is that siliconsrystals must be grown,
then hand cut and shaped.
But at the beginning of 1974 Tycho Labs of Waltham, Ma. demonstrated that they could produce high-quality, continuous sili.:!on ribbons
capable of being machine-chopped and formed into solar cells, With the
Mobil money Dr, Mlavsky, head of the project, hopes to grow a 50-to100boot ribbon within the next year.
Although admittedly filled with many u~certaintiesl Tycho "conservatively" estimates its procedures can produce solar cells that generate
electricity at one quarter the cost per kilowatt of that produced in today's nuclear reactors. Tycho hopes to start selling its solar cells as soon
as possible, even when they are relatively expensive, "Like automobiles,
we are going to have the high-priced contraption before the mass market,"
says Dr, MInsky.
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Letter to the Editor 11/11/74
I would like to thank you for publishing
some of my poetry in your past issues. iv;
a very sporaaic writer, it is always good
to see some of one's work in print. You
may be interested to know that the last
of my poems to be published in the
Comment has also been accepted by
the National Poetry Press for inclusion
in their College Anthology of Poetry.
~Oct,"31st issue). Enclosed is the letter
recently received. '
Thanks again for an enjoyable
college newspaper!
Sincerely,
Janice E. Kelley
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Ending the massive of materials in America can begin at the Family
trash basket.
The people of Wellesley, Ma, proved this in the past year with their
recycling program. More than 700 tons of paper, 370 tons of glass, 44
tons of cans and 15 tons of milk cartons were collected by the townspeople who supported the program. In aU, almost 1500 tons were collected at the recyclingt site, This represented a gain of 13% in tonnage
over the year before and a 50% gain in revenue because the market for
the recycled material has greatly improved, Wellesley's recycling program, orginally subsidized by the town, now pays its own way, Many
communities in America are turning a profit with their retvcling programs, The biggest return is in encouraging citizens'to conserve, not
, waste,
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Students - If you have any suggest-.
ions, complaints, compliments or any
general feedback concerning Health
Services at B S C , please drop me a line.
My position on the committee is to rep~
resent you. Please make use of the opp~
ortunity!
Joel Pointon
Box 109 Scott Hall
Campus,Mail

culture
(buc kmin ster fulle r)
,
We are here fora mental
functio n, but mind is not in control .
Power, lusts, and primitiv e body drives
are. It's all about how we employ those
extraor dinary powers that we have
... its pulsatin g now.
You 'have to find it yoursel ft have
the courage not to play the game.
Thi:?k in y~ur own way, not "how you
are mdoctr mated to. Holding one's
own sensitiv ity and truths leads to
spontan eous truth ... you will become
the "new child" ... the radical thinker.
We receive thought s that have been
projec~d. There is nothing new,
they've been out there a long time.
They ~ome from the flow that is eternal
and regener ative.
, For thousan ds of years man has been
conditio ning himself to respond only
to his gross sense motor impulse s and to
surpress these sensitiv e intuitio ns
(rejectin g balance ), so that these inputs
usually reach only primitiv e minds and
young children who have not yet been
cultural ly conditio ned. Our elders have
lost clear vision, can only teach us how
to play the g~me ... they have forgotteq...
Even the concep t of animate and
inanima te objects is fallicious. A stone
has the basic life like qualitie s in its
.-J
unpredi catable pre-atom ic energies
tfI!'I"' •.
e.g.. scientif ically speakin g, this is a
./
definiti on of consciousness.
,
Life itself weighs nothing there is no
'.' "
,
~
weight caange in an animal when it is
~/
alive or; :WhEHi·lt·dies. We are nothing
more than yesterd ays wheatie s.
There are options , we can look at
where we are and how/wh y we got
there. To move back to balance , the
proper life support system relation ship
we have to be toleran t and ask ourselves
What 1 can do to get there. Self-"deciplin e, sensitiv ity freeing oneself
from the game. Stop being the money
bee.
Grinnin g like he was 8 years old he
paused before ending his 3 hour lecture
and said, "I'm just the typical average
human being," But it takes work.
Capturi ng the essence of a man from
a 3 hour lecture is difficul t, let alone
trying to transpo se it into a few
thousan d words. Lots of it has been
left ''JUt, by myself and him. He only
briefly touched on synerge tic theory
and geodesic domes, for which he is
most widely known, concent rating on
t;ying it all togethe r for us. That this
article is tainted by my own
philoso phies is admitte d, but I've tried
to recreate his lecture and philoso phies.
A middle man can't help but put his
finger in the soup passing it from hand
to hand.
R. Buckmi nster Fuller was the first
in this past week-en d '5 series on holistic
awarene ss present ed by Ishi Researc h
of Boston.
A Fascina ting scientis t natural I
philoso per and man. Amazin gly
animate d at 79 years old. His reasonin g
crystal clear and logical, ... a: true
te~cher in all conn;'ta tions of the word.
Employ ing the Socratic method 1 he
doesn't tell you what to think, but lets
you come to your own revelati ons ...
to your utter amazem ent. He picques
. your mind, stimula ting new thought,.
patterns .
.
No analysis has been attempt ed here.
Things' have been present ed sO that all
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The Comment

November 21, 1974
Take the kids or go yourself for "old
times sake" to this pre-holiday production and share in so.mellight entertainment for a change from all the grown-up
world '5 pressures!

HOW TO AVOID THE CHRISTMAS RUSH
by Mary ChrJs Kenney
With the everyday tensions of school
it is extremely di. fficult for most of us
to start thinking of buying gifts lor our
families. One solution to this annual dilemma could be to take our little brothers
and sisters to the children's theater production. HKing Cole and the Country
Witches". This way we will not only please the kids hut also our parents by providing them with an afternoon off. There
is not any chance that the kids will be
bored with the show and drive us crazy
with their restlessness because this play
is an original written by Mr. Robert J.
Barnett of the Creative Arts division and
includes musical numbers by the talented
Dorothy ~e~. There is dancing an~ comical dialogue throughout the script guaranteed to delight everyone. This children's
theater program is becoming a fast rising
favorite about the district's elementary schools. AU ready seven thousand tickets have
been sold and over thirteen thousand kids
will see it during its December 5 (16 am
and 1 pm), 6 (10 am and 1 pm), 7 (2 pm),·
9 (10 am and 1 pm) and 10 (10 am) performances. Tickets are on sale in the Aud.
booth, 50 cents for us kids, big and little.
For grou-ps orover 5·0, contact Dr. Warye.
The members of the cast are a combination of some new and some of the veterans from past productions here at BSC.
The characters which they portray will
be familiar to any child who has heard the
Mother Goose rhymes, but even pre-sohoolers could find some enjoyment in it.

STAGE MANAGER: BARRY LEW
ACCOMPANIEST: HELEN ANTILLA
QUEEN LEE: CANDY COBURN
MOTHER GOOSE: PAULA AGNEW
2ND FIFFLE
2ND FIDDLER: JIM fiNDS
BOY BLUE: BRIAN LlBBY1ST FIDDLER: FRANK WHALEN
3RD FIDDLER: STEVE BURKE
PAGE I: MARK CARTIER
MISS MUFFET: JANE LAFFEY
NASTY CAT: ANN YOUNG
MINNIE WITCH: CHARMA YNE
MCKENZIE
PAGE III: PAUL NICKERSON
JACK HORNER: BARRY COHEN
PAGE II: DENNIS O'NEIL
JACK SPRATT: BILL SWIFT
ZELDA WITCH: BEVERLY BOURGAULT
BO PEEP: SUSAN MaGE
JOSEPHINE SPRATT: ROBIN VERITY
MARY CONTRARY: PAT STANLEY
JILL HILL: GAIL DOOLEY
TOMMY TUCKER: CRAIGCARYE
TOMMY TUCKER: CRAIG CAREY
JACK HILL: STEVE MARTIN
CHORUS
KING COLE: JEFF ENWHISTLE

GERRIANNE BUTLER
CHARLES MAININI
LINDA GELLATLY
CAROL HAMILTON
SUSAN BROOKFIELD
JAN JESSLE

EVIL WITCH: CHERYL BUSKEY

WITCHES: CAROL BALDWIN
JUDITH MURRAY
DONNA KANE

KAREN HANTZES
LORRAINE BELL
SUSAN LAWLOR

WHAT ABOUT

HUGH MCKINNON
DEBBIE EVANS
JOYCE MACNLEWICZ

TELEVISION_.

by Bill Swift
In the past issues of The Comment, I
have noticed an appalling lack of material on television. Despite its faults, television is by far the most popular medium
in the arts and is fascinating since it is
constantly expanding and changing. I have
. decided to do a ~eries of articles on the
specials and series of the present season.

In this issue I will discuss what is possibly the most controversial TV movie
in recent years: "The
Symbol") a
Tuesday movie of the week starring
Connie Stevens.
.
The only thing worth watching in
this film is Connie Stevens. The movie
itself is a trashy version of Marily~
Monro~'s life. (No matter what the
studio says). The parallels between the
character Kelly Williams and Marilyn .
are too strong to ignore. Both had unsucgessful marriages. One husband was
in the sports scene (Kelly's was afootball player and Marilyns was Joe
DiMaggio.) Another was in the arts (Kelly's
was. a p~inter. Marilyn's was playWright

Sex

FOR EVERYMAN
COFFEHOUSE
JANE VOSS AND WILL SPIRES
Jane Voss sings and plays old-time
American country music, with a special fondness for the songs of the original Carter Family. Born in Ohio, she now
makes her home in Northe~n California,
where she began performing five years
ago. She has been on the road for better than two years as of 1974, carrying
a Dreadnaught guitar and an impressive repetory of songs to major festivals, college conce... rts, and coffeehouses.
Jane has been described as a singer of
deep personal commitment to her
material, with a unique voice and honest style of delivery.
Will Spires is a well-known fiddler
and singer from Albion, California, on
the norther"n coast. He has been recorded by Mike Seeger for Folkways

Records, and at one time or another
has played with a wide variety of
bands and individuals such as Kenny
Hall and the New Tranquillity String
Band (Folkways). In addition to
fiddle Will plays classical guitar, banjo
and mandolin. He is active in collecting Irish music in the Bay area,
and songs and tunes in the Arkansas
Ozarks.
Together, Jane and Will have been
working the folk music circuit since
April, 1974. Their voices and instrumental talents combine very well to play
and sing the music of the Carter Family
the Blue Sky Boys, as well as many of '
their own arrangements. They have ap.
peared on both coasts at all sorts of
concerts and festivals, and were filmed
playing street music by cinematographer
John Cohen for his forthcoming film,
Musical Holdouts.

Q
~

...........

miSter

Donut,®

OPEN 24 HOURS!!!!!

Arthur Miller.} Both of them were orpha:ps and were constantly searching for
affection. ~ach had one film that every~
one loved and it proved them-tO' be good
dramatic ac!resses. (Remember:~<irilyn
in "Bus Stop?") The list just goes on and
on and on.:... · .
The only thing that saves the movie
however, is Connie Steven's performan~e.
She etches theloneliness,'vulnerability
and desperation of her character brilliantly. It is by f~r the best thing she
has done sO' {arand she is presently
underheavy donsideration for an Emmy.
The rest of the cast (James Olson,
Shelley Winters, William Smith and Don
Murray) aU try to support this contri~ed
melodrama but they all seem out of
. place (most especially ;Miss Winters) ..
Don't see this film expecting it to
be a gre~t movie because it isn't. It'~
lousy_movie. fIowever, it is worth wat~
ching~ust to see Connie Stevens soaring'
above the poo)' quality of the film.

The SMU CONCERT SERI,ES proudly presents'

The ONLY NEW ENGLAND APPEARANCE
.-._-.SundaYJJ.e..c.enlD.erJJ1JiMJl.~~_1

_IICKEIS
$6.50

~vailable at Midland Records
In

th.e North DartmO'uth mall

and

In

the SM U Campus Center

a
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Student GovernInent Association

MEET THE SENATORS
by Sue Lawson
This week's column concerns two
Senators-at-Iarge, Gary Lincoln and
Joel Pointon. Gary, a History-Soc.
major is on the following committees:
Legislative Affairs and Teacher Prep
is V.P. of the Sociology Club and '
Treasurer of the His.tory Club. Joel
a Bio-major , serves on the Student
Services and Health Services' C ommittee, is a member of the Student
Union Board of Governors and is
president of the Biology Club.
Q; What are your feeiings towards a COop Bookstore?
Gary: Definatly, as a matter \>f fact I
campaigned on that last year. Something similar to it was tried a few years
ago but flopped, on e of the reasons
being that the people in-charge didn't
have the time to put into it. When it
comes up again a possible suggestion
could be to have E,O.P. worlers running it once it got going.
Joel; Right now Student Services is
looking in to the feasallility of aCoop Bookstore: personally I feel tbat
its a must. The committee is looking at
U. Mass Amehurst's Co-op Bookstore
to see how its being run, what problems
they've encounteredetc. After this a
questionaire will be sent out to all the
States Colleges to get their ideas; from
there it will
t,b the students.

Q: How about the possibility of
Bridgewater losing its Teaching
Accreditation?

Gary; Well, in March of 1973 the N.C.A.
T.E. (national accreditation committee)
(~ame to BSC and reviewed t all tbe education majors and minors offered within

tne ,":hOOJ. After doing~his., they came
up With six reasons why Bridge water
should lose accreditation. They 19ave.:- ,
gave three years, until March of '7 6 fo~
these six items to be corrected. In~luded
were: I.) ldbrary holdings: not enough
books are geared towards education
courses. II} Bpme cases the texts of thece
courses aten;feven available! 2.) A more
indepth description of whatdhe education co~ses offerd at the college are. 3.)
A more defined role of the T.eacher Preparation Committee.

doesn't obstain when a vote conerning
his particular "interest" is taken. But
on the other hand, being an officer of
an organization either before or while
seJ:ving on the Senat~ gives that senator:. . more insight 'as to what is going
on ie: budgets, constitutional procedures
. etc. A member of a club can be
as pushy .to~arA~ his~~rticular club or organization as an officer canbe. So maybe if you eliminate officers f'1'om the
Sena~e.you should bar membership also.
Joel: I don't think that there is a conflict.
The only time one ,pccurs is when a senator creates one by not obstaining,when
his .. interest" is ';~ ':-involved. If anything
being an officer of another club or organization on' --.' campus strengthens 'the
senators ability to perforn}. Conflict of
interest can never totality be ~rased, hecause usually if the Senate
'is voting
on a 'particularly big issue, such as money
allocations, there are personal g feelings
to'one side or th~'oter·involved.

in the senate;

Paul Revere rides again!

Q: Concerning a statement made r~f~rring
An ef(icient Senate may have entered
to unne~cesary discussion that shlould be
done the committee meetings ( Ways and the chambers two weeKs ago, but an inefficient one sat down Tuesday night.
Means in regards to Hard Times' budget)
The first hold-up came during the
and its retort which said, its impossible to
get to all the committee meetings.... that's Treasurer'a report. An expense of $2000
was listed in contingency as a transfer
why we have them! How do you feel?
to the Caneer Center. Apparently it had
Joel:.. For me personally it would be imalready appeared on a Treasurer's report.
possible to make all t the committee meetThe whole report for this week was tabled
ings I'm interested in. Therefore my first
obligation is is to make the meetings of the until the Treasurers cap work this out.
,; Moving on to the Executive Report.
committees to which I am assignJ!d, and
Joe
read a letter fiom the
report what happens to the Senate. That is
PreSIdent, to ~ll the students of the C~l
why there are committeesl But,
alot
lp.ge concerning the Family Educational
of the discussion that goes on at Senate
Rights'
m~etin~s is totall:[ irrelveant to what's
Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974 (see relbemg discussed. (.luestions are asked that
ated article on page I). This Act eff~ctiv.e
definatly shoufcln't be, too mcmy senatorsas of November 19th, opens student files
do this.
to the student upon request, which must
Q: What about this idea of "conflict of
be responded to within 45 days. There
interest" especially for those
. serlwas concern among Senate membersc: as
ate members who are officers of other
to whether or not any shuffeling of matclubs or organizations"~'7
erial
within student files would be done
Gary: It'svalid and invalid. There can
t)ID free the college from any obligation
be a conflict 9£ interest if the senator
to theStuaent with respect.to specific

ATTENTI.9!l.PSC JUNIORS AND SENIORS

PROJECT CONTEMPORARY COMPETITIVENESS, (P.C.C.) announces employment opportunities
as Internes in its 1975 ADVANCED STUDIES PROGRAM (ASP) to be held from July 7, 1975
through August 15, 1975.

Internes will assist Master Teachers in academic courses,

supervise student activities and supervise students in residence at Great Hill
Dormitory.

ASP is an intensive academic and related activites program for 300

academically talented high school students

fr~m

twenty local area high schools.

1.

Salary:

$350.00

2.

Free course voucher for one 3-credit course in the BSC Continuing
Studies Program.

3.

Free meals and room (at Great Hill Dormitory) for the six week period.

areas of the confidential r~cords. !Jean
Deep assisted them saying that, "the files
will not be tampered with,~~.
Last Q,n the Executive Report was the
SAC Conferance afPlymouth which will
be held Friday, Saturday and Sunday of
this week. After a considerable amount
of talk, it was !decided to suspend procedures, and allot a total amount of
$18.1.37 (to be taken form the,Senate
Account) for CQuferanceexpendatures
which include a room to be used for and
by the BSC delagation and co-ordinator.
(see related article,on page 3)
Und.eL.Qld Business came the Hard
Times'Budl{et,7 in all an hour was spent
on debate and cross-debate, which included the Treasurer's reading the entire
break-down of the budget upon request~
F'in~!y Ken Uttariono asked for the
purpose ofthe'Rard Times. noe Bur:.u.:;
answered; "A valuable service to the
CplleK~c,ommunity alloting more time
.
---to reporting on f~atures from poli~ics,
nationally, statewide, locally, on campus and internationally.
. Jeanne Fuller ended discussion by
statin g, "I think di~scussion like this
should have gone on at the Way.s and
Means committee meeting, all the
meetings are open!" After a passing
vote the Hard Times was alloted
$9288.33.
Gary Lincoln brought up the topic of giving a~lver bowl to retiring
facultYMembers. Is it don~ on a
a basis of favoritism or should every
member receive "such a m,omento·
The Senate members couldn't reach
an agree menL as to what was going to
be done. It seems that last year when
a member oltha faculty retired, no
bowfwas givenbecause the SGA at
that time had voted not to sp~nd
any money. They finally motioned
and passed the following propQsal:
Ever! faculty memb~~' ~lPOr. . retirment shall receive a Paul Revere
:Bowfand the soulpower for buying
this bowl shall be placed in the hands
of the Treasurer.

,THE

Interested junior and senior college students are invited to attend an open
orientation meeting at 3:00 p.m. in the Burnell School cafeteria on Thursday,
December 5, 1974.

Job specifications will be discussed; application forms will

GOOD
EARl
968 CENTRAL STREET
EAST &RIDGEWATER

9-7 DAILY
(CLOSED MONDAY)

be available.

Novemb~r

21, 1974

snea & scec

eerso~al
Heh Cronin - Happy Beer-thday! and all
that stuff! Drink up - C'T.
No show Guillete where are you? We
have searched every museum in the
state!!
To: Y.E, the little men in their trench,
coats, the little girls with their braids
and the little Spanish frogs are still
dancing, so give 'em
hell! HTN
Deers have no ears and chickens have no
f.eet; Our Volley ball fans are really neat.
Thanks, The 1974 Velley Queens
Jeanne': Lord Kelvin awaits Jealous
Hi! to Steve S. since I can't say it to
you in person. N.A.J.

There will be a Joint meeting for all
SNEA members and student CEC members and
bers on Dec. 3, Tuesday, at 11:00am in
the Ballroom. It is the last meeting of
this semester. Final plans for the Christmas Party for children with special needs
will be made. Anyone who wants to participate at the Party please attend.

from several unexpected instruments.
THE PROPHET has been printed in
over ninety-three editions since 1923
when it was first published. Although
it was difficult for the Choir to select
from THE PROPHET the sections that
because of time limitations, it will read
The Choir believes that it has chosen
the strongest passages. At least they
are the ones the Choir loves the most.
We hope that you will too.
Verse Choir members participating
in the readings are Marian Aldous, Alfred
Allan, Patrick Barnes, Gail Bissonette,
Steven Burke, Jennifer Fisher, Judi
Gilligan, Diane La Bossiere, John
Leo, Brian McNamara, Diane Metthe,
Norman Neu, Lauren Simmons, Cathy
Lomasney, and H.Michael Woronicz.
Musicians will include several of the
Choir members plus Thomas Richard
who will play the most unusual
instrument of all.
Remember: Library Lecture HallTuesday, December-a -11 A.M., the
"Free" h~ur - THE PROPHET :-and
you. Admission is free.

sociology club
STOP THE GRAPES!
The United Farm Workers, AFL-CIO
are sponsoring a mass picket lille
Saturday, Nov. 23, from 11:30- 5 P.M.
(Belmont St., Brockton). California
growers have over 7 million pounds of
grapes packed up in cold storage and
are trying to unload them through scab
grocers like BPM. Take a stand for
farmworkers and'join the picket line.
Rides will be available at the student
union, meeting in front at 10:45. For
more info, contact Soc. Club Office or
leave note there.
.

modern dance clUb

for Sophmores and Juniors interested
in Honors Work. Wednesday, Dec. 4,
at 4:00 P.M. Demonstration Room in
S.U.

Happy day after your birthday Angel.
Youre the most beautiful girl in the
world and I love ya.
An Anonomous Admirer
For a change r didn't have to ask someone else. Now the whole school knows.
Happy Birthday, Lisa. Celebrate a day
late, and put 18 candles in the turkey.

biology club
Biology Club Meeting - will hold a
meeting on Tuesday Nov. 26 at 11:30 A.M
in Rm 217 Science Bldg. to discuss the
plant sale to be held Dec. 3 in the
Student Union.

services
Janice Kelley C.
Janice Kelley C.G .A. Handwriting
expert, specializing in compatibility
studies and vocational analysis. Contact
Janice Kelley, Kingswood Park,
Bridgewater, Mass.
Graduate: International Graphoanalysis
Society

huddy club
IMPORTANT! Serious need for male
volunteers to be big brothers. For
further information drop by cubicle,
3rd floor S. U. ext. 492

juniors

,.........-.....-....--...--..

t

I would like to thank all those students
who attended Junior Nite in the
RathskeUar this past Sun day night.
For a Sunday t there was a good,
rowdy crowd. I know the band
appreciated the enthusiasm. Maybe
ne;1Ct time we can fill the place and show
this school the real spirit of'76'!

t will sponsor an afternoon of
, questions .and answers about
't·

student teaching Math in ~he
High,School

t on Dec.6th at 1:30-6: 00

t in SU 205&2ob
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.circle appropriate h~ading:
FOR SAI.E~OlTSING '
. PERSONAl.

WANTED

In the Graduate School Offic~
Room 211, Conant Science Bldg.
3 pairs Glasses, 1 class ring,
1 Ladies watch

,I.OST & FOlIND

.

H"~I.P WANTED
SERVICES
RIDE/RIDERS WANTED'
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The MAm CLUB

On December 2, the S. U. Program
Committee is sponsoring a Christman
Workshop featuring the talented Jacques
-Bonbessanc-Mr. -Bonbessant's specialty
is making colorful fewelry from everyday materials (play doh) chokeis,
bracelets and necklaces will be on
display for you to copy and make.
The Student Union Dem. Room
will be open on that day from 7 P.M.
to 10 P.M. and everyone is welcome
t~ come·and make Christmas gifts for
that favorite person of yours!
Admission and all materials are FREE.
See you there!

x-mas spirit at bsc

verse choir
On Tuesday, December 3, at 11 A.M.
in the Lebrary Lecture Hall, the Verse
Choir of Bridgewater State College will
present its Winter Festival of selected
_readings from one of the most popular
books in the world, "THE PROPHET",
by Kahlil Gibran. The program will be
directed, as it has been for the past
eighteen performances, by Dr. Karin
V.L. DuBin, Professor of Speech and
Theatre. The dramatic reading of THE
PROPHET will be enhanced from time
to time by musical comments stemming

christmas workshop

MODERN DANCE CLUB
For the 3rd year, the Modem Dance
Club ha
Club gave an informal demonstration'
performance for the 3rd grade su student
performance for the 3rd grad~ sut
performance for the 3rd grade
students from the Burnell School in
the Demonstration Room in the S. U.
.plant sale
The club and its advisor Ms. Wells
intergrated into the program current
units of study such as Indians, plant
Sponsored by Biology Club
growth, and the sea. The children were
Tuesday Dec. 3 in Student Union.
lead through a variety of movement
Give a plant a home!
explorations and then the club shared
dances with the children that were of
particular interest. There were dances
-based on texture, group interaction,
vocal and instrumental accompaniment, _ _.;......_ _...._ . _ - - - - - - - - and dances with every day objects (such
This December the Class of 1977
as shoes, jackets, hats, gloves, mittens,
(the class that brought you the Greaser
and scarves). This years officers are: Dance which caught you and your
.
President - Dathy
friends bopping around in ankles socks
President - Kathy Battillo,
and cordigans, and the zany, totally
1st Vice-Pre~~_ent -_Lynn CampbelL
unpredictable Halloween party in the
2nd Vice-President - Judy Francario
Rathskellar);
is "Sadie Hawkins'
Secretary - Susan Pratt·
Christmas Ball" This is being held the
7th of December (Saturday) from
8-12P.M. inthe Student Union
Ballroom. The price is only· $5
(5 dollars) per couple. A small price to
pay for :t'efreshments, dancing to the
rock band "Daybreak"
Tickets soldin front of bookstore.

honors program meeting

CRO, a friend to talk to, arque with,
cry with, laugh with, carry your
feelings (in more ways than one)
and just to be there! A Friend You Happy 18th Love - Helene, Lu,
and Melba

Two positions are available in the
Student Union Management Internship/
Applications close Nov. 27, 1974. Paid
for 15 hrs./week. Opportunity to gain
experience in Student Union Operations
and Management - Applications in Directors Office.

..;

for sale
1970 Toyota Corolla 2 Dr.
44,,000 mi. New Tires
Good condition. Call
697-8219

~

·Classifieos are free for alt RS.C. StUdents.
For non-students ~
Cost is $.05 per word each time your classified Clrrf'cmi
N~lm('

Add.·pss
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production and silver recovery. The black enter~
We asked the same question when we first
,
prise
program not only helps people who aren't
found ourselves in a position to make the world
well
off
but also helps stabilize communities in
a more livable" place.
which Kodak can work and grow.
At Kodak, we started close to home. In
In short, it's simply good business. And
Rochester, New York. We cut river pollution with
we're
in business to make a profit. But in furtherone of the most efficient industrial waste water
ing
our
business interests, we also further sotreatment plants in the country. We cut air polluciety's interests.
tion with scrubbers, adsorbers and electrostatic
After all, our business depends on society.
precipitators. We helped set up a black enterSo
we
care what happens to it.
prise program in downtown Rochester.
Why? Helping to combat water pollution not
only benefits society but us as well as we need
clean water to make film. Our combustible waste
disposal facility not only reduces air pollution
, but also helps pay for itself in heat and steam

. . Kodak.
~ More than a"business.
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SPORTS
SKATING BEARS
OPEN AGAINST
FITCHBURGSTATE
by Kevin Hamon
The 1974-75 edition of the
Bridgewater State "Skating Bears'"
opens its season at home next Saturday against Fitchburg State. In
so doing, the Bears are inaugurating
a schedule that includes such opponents as Merrimack (ranked 1st in
Div. II of the ECAC by The Boston
Globe), Salmm State(ranked 2nd}, Army (ranked 6th), and Boston State(
(ranked 7th). Bridgewater will also
play Worcester State, last year's ECAC
Division III champion.
Head Coach Ed Connors, in his sec(;md year at Bridgewater State, s.aid
}that this year's sq 'uad is a "much better team" than last year's, as a group
of good freshman players should
provide more depth. Last year, BSC
played many freshmen as they absorbed
some sound defeats before coming on

strong in the latter part of the season.
But now this experience should pay
off as sophomores fmn the core of this
year's team.
Nevertheless, the team is still
very young, with only 3 seniors. Center Jim McKeon, last year's high scorer,
is back, along with Dedham's Chuck.
Healey and right winger Ernie Sanborn
of Attleboro. In addition, oniy one
junior--goalie Jack Foley--is back to
help lead the team.
Among many sophomores are defensemen Tim Manning, Clay Small {of
Bevera.]!) and Kevin Morris of Braintree; right winger Brian Hanlon; and
center Pat Galvin.
New players include transfer students Joe Byrd and Jerry Austin (from
Boston State). And among several
freshmen are f()fwards Kevin
McCullough from St. ·Peter's of I
Worcester. Bill Dummer of Scituate
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ACROSS FROM
THE BOOKSTORE
high school and
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and Frank Christafero. Freshman
defensemen include Weymouth No. 's
Paul Kelley (an outstanding defenseman
in the Suburban League), Wilbraham
Academy's Jeff Tuller, and Scituate's
Steve Parker.
Bridgewater State's hockey schedule
promises to be the toughest and most
exciting in history. Some of the weaker opponents have been dropped from
the schedule, while some stronger Division II teams have been added. The
highlight of the home season will be on
February 22, when Army (a Division
I school last year) comes to Crossroads I
Arena.
BLUE LINES-Hopefully, fan support
for the Skating Bears will be stronger

. this season. Last year, very few fans
attended the games until late in the
season. The home games are played
at Crossroads Arena in West Bridgewater, at the junction of Routes 24
and 106. Besides being only 6 miles
from Bridgewater State College, it is _
a convenient location for many commuters.... The team has been able to
get a lot of practice time this year
(practicing every weekday) , unlike
last year, when the lack of practice
hurt the squad in the early season...
Remember, the first home game h, next
Saturday, November 30, against
.'
Fitchburg State. The contest should
be an exciting one, beginning at 8:30
p.m. at Crossroads Arena.

I

1974-1975 Hockey Schedule
November 30
December 5
7
11
14
January
4
5

11
18

21
22
28
30 .
February

1

4
B

13
15

22
25

Fitchburg State
American International
North Adams State
Worcester State
Salem State·
. Christmas Tournament
at Merrimack College
New England College
Babson
Framingham State
New England Col1ege
Westfield State
Fitchburg State
Worcester State
New Haven College
Framingham State
Bryant College
Wesleyan
Army
Boston Stale

HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME

8:30
7:30
8:30
8:30
'-:,
8:30

Away
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away

8:00
9:30
9:30

,:'

7:45
8:30
7:15
8=30
9:30
_8:30
9:30
8:30

.....,
FASHION CAREER
LIKE TO OWN A DRESS SHOP?

ALL NAME BRAND LADIES' WEAR FACTORY FRESH LATEST STYlES

YOUR CUSTOMERS SAVEUPTO 50%
Complete Inventory ... Beautiful·Redwood
Fixtures~.. Complete Training Program

VERY HIGH EARNINGS
INVESTMENT S 12,500
VISIT OUR STORES .. .TALK TO OWNERS CHOICE AREAS AVAILABLE
CALL COLLECT MR. TODD ... 904/396-1707
ORWRITE HY-STYlESHOPPE·
P.o. Box 26009."Jacksonville, Fla. 32218

.Abortion*
.Gynecological
Care*
• Vasectomy*
*with

counselling

~

1'1

Thousands of Topics
. $2.75 per page

tree preg

nancy tests

PRETERM

1842 BEACON ST., BROOKLINE, MASS.

(611) 738-6210
a licensed non-profit medical facility

Send for your. up-to-date,
176-page, marl order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
. $1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).

519 GLENROCK AVE.

SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024'
Our materials are sold for
research purposes only
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Vo lle yb all Te am Cl os es Season
The varsity volleyb all team finished
up the 1974 season with an 8-2 record.
its most success ful season in years. BSC
closed out the year with matche s over
U Mass and SMU.
Bridgew ater won the best-of-five match
with U Mass in 3 straight games. BSC led
alUhe way in the first game for a 15-7
victory, but U Mass made it tougher for
the Bears in the next two games. Senior
Carolyn Graf made some key plays and
Bridgew ater came out with a 14-11 victory in the third game.
Bridgew ater's 8-game winning streak
was snapped by SMU in the Bears last
match of the year. BSC split the first
two games at one apiece, but then
dropped the third and decidin g game.
The team will be losing seniors Donna
DeWitt, Carolyn Graf, Jean French, and
Sharon Sullivan to graduat ion this year.
The loss of the leadersh ip of co-capt ains
Sully and Frenchi e, as well as their experienc e and skill, wi1lleave big gaps for
BSC to fiUnex t year.
It's difficul t to single out one player as
most valuable for this year's team. The
squad had some outstan ding individuals
but their individu ality never became dominant. The team was the importa nt thing,
and that is what made this year's varsity volleyball team, in many ways. the
success that it was.

Cr o$ $- Co un try Fa 11$ .$h or t
by Scott Newkir k
The 1974 Bridgew ater State cross country season came to an abrupt end this
year as we were denied the money necessary
sary to compet e in the N AlA Nationa l
Champi onships in Kansas. However,
nothing could blemish this year's season
which was nothing short of brilliant .
It is a truly grrat tragedy to see a team
which worked so hard aU year long towards the ultimat e goa.!, that of a naional champi onship c;:ompetition, only to
have certain people turn their backs on
us. As a team we didn't mind not. having
comple te-unifo rms for twelve kids to
run in, or packing twlve kids into a van
for a five hour dive to an away meet.
We dddn't even mind not getting the
write-up s, glory and recogni tion that
other teams received on the fact that
the ch~erleadel's, Dance Club and every
other organiz ation in B'S.C. receiving
a larger budget than us. No, we didn't
mind these miscom forts and prejudic es
all season long. If anythin g it made us
push a little harder just to prove that
we are existen t and can't be "shook
off". However, we do mind being de"
flied the chance to prove ourse Ives.

.

....-...

We are the only team in B.S.C. history to qualify for nationa l compet ition in any sport. We're proud of ourselves and we want our school to be
proud of us too, but it seems the ath'Ietic departm ent and other key individuals are trying to reject us.
I am only a freshma n heer and per
haps I don't underst and all aspects
of "college life" but I do know what
denial and prejudic e is. It was the same
in high school--special organiz ations
and sports get special treatme nt .. I came
to college hoping that things would be
differen t, but they are not. If anythin g,
it's worse. I feel especially sorry for
our seniors, uppercl assmen and Coach
Brady who have suffered through the
dismal years but kept working , hoping
and dreamin g for that day when their
ultimat e dream would become a reality.
That day finally arrived only to be erased
as if it were never really there.
I suppose , just like anythin g else, within
a couple of weeks the whole situatio n
will be forgotte n by everyon e except
us, the membe rs of the 1974 cross country team. We'll just start working , hop
ing and dreamin g all over again.
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'Intramural

Football
,.,.

On Saturda y, Nov 16, the intramu ral
footbal l champi ons from BSC Amber
IIla travelled to Mass. Maritime to play
the winner of the Maritim e intramu ral
league. This was the first contest of this
type ever played between the two schools.
Hopefu lly this game will mark the beginning of an annual event.
The game was a very physica l one, with
the bigger Amber IlIa team usually dominating the line play, Amber lIla was the winner in the game by a score of 8-0. With one
minute to play in the first period, Joe
Wilkenson, Amber rna quarterb ack, hit
Dennis Downin g on an 80 yard scoring
strike. With the failure of the conversion,
the squad from BSC lead 6-0. From that
point on the game was domina ted by
strong defensive play on both sides. Den~
nis Downing, Dave Morrett o, Tony Saluno,
Arnie Pinto, and Bob Smith turned in
outstan ding defensive perform ances.
Followi ng an Amber rna punt which was
dow~d oJ?. the Maritime one yard line,.
Mike Smith blew into the Maritim e backfield on their second offensiv e play of the
drive and caught the Maritime quarterb ack
for a safety. This made the score at the time
8-0, at which it finalI yended .
atively clean one which was conside red
by both sides to be a great success.

Picket Gallo Wine
The Boston area battle oVer Gallo wine
sales escalated as a third party joined a
lawsuit aimed at stopping the United
Farm Workers (UFW) and their support
ers from picking local stores which sell .
Gallo. The Harvard Provision Co. on
Mt. Auburn street, Cambridge filed a

request in Suffolk County Superio~ .
Court for a hearing before a thrf'P-]udge .
panel. C. Pappas Co., the Boston distributor of Gallo wines, and Avenue
Liquor Mart on Alewife Brook p<:irkway
in Cambridge filed requests for a hearing
charging that the union and the Harvard
Boycott Support Committee have take,n
part in an "i,llegal" secondary boycott of
stores selling Gallo.
The'picketing during recent mdnths--especially since September-is part of a
local effort to enforce the nationwide
UFW-sponsored boycott of Gallo products until Gallo returns its current
'labor contracts with the Teamsters to
the UFW~

Confidentially
Several graduate students of Harvard
Universit y will ask the US District
.Court in Boston to enjoin Harvard from
destroying or removing permanently the
materials in its file on them, their lawyer
said. Boston Atty. Alan Caplan said he .
planned to file the class-action lawsuit
under a new Federal law ostensibly
graiIting college students the right to
see "any and all" college records on
themse1V;i3.nd--to challenge the accuracy
of such records.
He said the students, members of the
Harvard Radical Union, are filing the law
suit in behalf of all students in the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences at
Harvard. The new law, proposed by Sen.
James Buckley,(R. Con'-N.Y.) went into
effect on Wednesday. Harvard announced a policy of separating "confidential"
materials from its regular files on students.
Earlier it had announced guidelines under
which the destruction of such materials
was an opti~n of university administrators.

Qrwtas
The White House announced a new sugar
impod quota system and urged Americans to halve their use of sugar for cooking and coffee. A proclamation signed
by President Ford befroe he left on his
Far Eastern trip set a "global quota"
of seven million short tons for sugar
imports in 1975. Under the existing
arrangement which expires Dec. 31
quotas are set on a country- tby-country basis. Mr. Ford said next year's.
·import level was more than adequate
to satisfy overseas req uirements.
The United States buys about half the
sugar it consumes from foreign sources.

Victimless Crimes
O'

•••••••••••
Canada has sent a formal note to Wash'ington protesting US restrictio~ on im~
ports of Canadian meat. Canadl~n
chlture Minister Eugene Whelan sald the
note requested immediate consultations
on the beef and pork trade between the
two countries. The United Btates im
posed restrictions on imports of Canadian beef, hogs, and pork in retaliation
for Canadian quotas on American beef.

!"-gn-

Critical Oil
Severe shortages of many critical items
may cause the nation.'s oil drilling program to fall far short of its goal this year
the Oil and Gas Journal said. The short
ages stem from unusually high demand
because of recent surges in drilling and
production .activity. the trade journal
said. Shortages of rigs, tubular goods
and other equipment reportedly could
cause deferral of about 2200 wells.

\ l\MOl'S_'
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lhe Store

:THE' SEATLES /1982-1988
Double LP "(2 Record Set)

-,

A federally funded study recommended
the legalization of prostitutiSln, gambling
and drugs so that courts can spend their
time on more serious crimes.
These offenses PlUS vagrancy, drunkenness and unconventional sexual conduct
take up half the time of typical lowlevel criminal courts, the study said.,
"They are crimes without victims,"
said Sheldqn Krantz, director of Boston
University's Center for Criminal .!ustice.
"Criminal sanctions rarely do much
good. Little happens to the defendants
even It "they are found guilty: -But these
cases dominate the lower courts. "
The recommendation was part of.a two
year, five v6tume study, prepared by
BU center for the National Institute of
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice,
on ways to improve justice in courts that
deal with minor crimes.
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Growing numbers of workers in the auto
and textile and construction fields and
those industries thatsupply them are affected by slumping sales of new cars and
clothing and the dramatic drop in housiing starts. And whether it is called a
.
layoff, a furlough or a production cutback
back, the result is the same: lost wages
in a period of spiraling consumer prices.
The Commerce Dept. said housing starts
in October dipped to their lowest levels
in nearly five years. Starts were estimated at 1.124 milfion units at an annual
rate. It was the lowest since 1.085
million units in January 1970.

Greyhound Strike

11.18,134· BROAD ST., BRIDGEWATER

C

Values
Up_TqJl8L

. Slumping Sales

Continental Trailways and other New
England bus lines deployed extra equip--ment and manpo,:",el' to accomodate
passengers stranded by a nationwide
strike against Greyhound. The bus lines
reported that they have been available to
accomodate passengers easily so far but
they ma;v-,have difficulty if the'strike
continues through the weekend or over
th~ Thanksgiving holiday.
0

· 0

'The-nationwide walkout involves 16,000
drivers and other employees ofGreyhound.
The strike over wages involves drivers, terminar workers and· maintenance employees,
members of 30 unions. A union official in
Krieser, predicted the strike would last
three weeks, even if there is quick settlement. Ratificatio n of a new contract
would be conducted by mail) and could
.take two-and -a-half weeks.

